New Gallery debuts

Created by VPOL and VPUE, our new Gallery of Teaching and Learning showcases great Stanford teaching in different kinds of courses. Two of our case studies are below.

Visit the Gallery to see what other faculty are doing in their classrooms and to get ideas for teaching other kinds of courses. As you plan your next course, imagine what this kind of case study would contain for it. What kind of in-class, out-of-class, discussion, or online components would you include?

Lab/Field: Beginning students do research

How Prof. Tadashi Fukami redesigned a

MOOC: Statistics in Medicine

Read how Prof. Kristin
Writing a Teaching Talk post is a lot like writing a thoughtful email to colleagues: a few paragraphs about something new you did in your class, your reaction to new education research, or any teaching & learning topic. Send us your post idea to get started.

Colleagues in Biology and the GSE analyzed how the changes affected student learning and attitudes, and Fukami won a prestigious award. Sainani taught statistics and critical thinking skills to students across the globe.